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The problem of this experimental study is to determine

to .hat extent v isual information may dominate over audio

information. Additionally, the experimental dksoign

addresses problems with previous research in this area and

emphasizes simplified approaches to the study of channel

condition effects. The study does not include investi-

gat ions of learning theory or short-term memory, but

processes of listening and long-term memory are incorporated

into the design.

A stimulus of sound effects and slides was utilized in

one audio and two audio-visual channel conditions, and

results showed a high recall among all subjects in all three

conditions. The study concludes that channel condition has

little effect at low levels of information.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Perception of the world around us involves the combined

use of our physical senses, but we collect much of our

information through sight and sound, often making active

decisions based on what we see and hear. With our ever

increasing use of radio, television, and film as

entertainment, and as an information source, we are relying

more and more on sight and sound to access the information in

the world around us.

Consequently, the need to better understand the process

of communication taking place between these media and the

listener/viewer has led to research in communication aimed

at various aspects of the communication process where a

visual and/or auditory stimulus is perceived as information.

The need to understand process originates with the

creators of media and is focused on different aspects for

different reasons. Creators of television commercials need

to understand how viewers process product information so

that the product presentations can maximize the available

time and money in order to increase sales of that product.

Film producers want to understand the complex attributes of

"good entertainment" in order to maximize their profits with

sufficient box office receipts, while video game creators
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would like to know what aspects of a particular video game

have players standing in line at the arcade.

Each of these examples offers a different approach to

content, and research has used content analysis of media to

objectively define and measure content elements (7).

Studies have also been conducted to measure the effect of

audience motivation on information processing and the

resultant effects such information has on the audience (4).

But perhaps more basic to our understanding of the

communication process would be research focused on the two

elements common to all the media previously mentioned--the

elements of sight and sound. Researchers have considered

auditory and visual channel conditions in many studies .

examining other aspects of the communication process such as

motivation, issue orientation, and image formation (4), but

few studies focus on channel condition alone. Channel

condition is a term used to define the type of media used in

the research, whether it is visual, audio, or both. For

example, a television program or sound film would be

considered as having a two-channel condition (sounds and

pictures).

A study by Paul Warshaw which utilized television

advertising suggests that the addition of a second channel

of information interferes with the recall of information from

the first. That is, information recall from audio

information was less when it appeared simultaneously with
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background video (12). Research conducted by Gina

Garramone in issue versus image orientation contradicted

Warshaw's results by finding no significant reduction in

information recall dependent on channel condition (4).

These findings indicate a need for further study of the

relationship of channel condition to information recall.

Research in this area could have practical uses for buyers

and sellers of radio, television, and film programs; and for

educational users of these media. Any research that

furthers our understanding of how we see and hear, or

whether auditory or visual stimuli. dominate our perceptions,

will add to the body of knowledge on this subject.

Statement of the Problem

Research thus far has provided conflicting results and

therefore additional studies are needed. Because methods

and content have varied significantly in previous

examinations of the effects of channel condition, a

simplified design and approach may provide a more precise

basis for future work in this area. Specifically, the

problem of this study is to answer the question, "to what

extent may visual information dominate over audio

information?"

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to identify the effects of

channel condition on information recall. The research will
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investigate the level of information encoding for listeners

when sound effects are heard with and without accompanying

visual stimulus. Information recall will be measured

quantitatively for an audio-only condition and for two

audio/v isual conditions.

Hypotheses

H-1) Individuals in the audio-only condition will

correctly identify more audio information than the

individuals given contradictory visual information in the

audio/visual condition.

H-2) There will be no significant difference in the

level of information recall between individuals in the

audio-only condition and individuals in the audio/visual

condition where reinforcing visuals are presented.

Review of Related Literature

The variable of channel condition can be found in a

wide variety of research areas. It has been used in

audiological studies where the number of channels in an

audio-only stimulus effects the measure of signal detection

(10). Research in psychology has measured the effects of

channel condition on the communication process of emotion

(13). At the same time, the study of information processing

and memory has used channel condition as a variable to

investigate levels of recall (8, 9). Results from these
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studies have provided an interesting cross-reference and

produced conflicting reports of channel condition effect.

Most of the research has approached the variable of

channel condition in two distinct ways. One is the number

of channels used, and the second is the type of channels

used in the research design. Usually, both variables are

studied simultaneously.

Peter Waxer examined both channel type and channel

condition in his study of the communication of anxiety

traits (13). Utilizing video-tapes, audio-tapes, and

written transcripts of psychiatric patients' behavior, he

tested college students on levels of perception of anxiety

for not only each type of channel, but also for combination

of channels. Waxer found that visual cues are more powerful

than auditory or written cues, but that the combination of

channels did not give more accurate results.

Such a report disagrees with a previous study by

Hegstrom, who also used channel condition for evaluations of

emotional content in an audio-video tape (5). While

stressing that context was most important, he reported that

the combination of channels did achieve a higher accuracy.

Support for both of these studies can be found in other

areas of research containing the channel condition variable.

Paul Warshaw has studied the number-of-channels condition

using video--tapes and audio-tapes of television commercials

and obtained results similar to Waxer (12). Warshaw's
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results imply there is a "selective attention phenomenon",

and that channel information is not additive. Furthermore,

he indicates that visual information may mask the audio

information.

A communication study by C. H. Waite supports both the

results found by Hegstrom and Waxer (11). Utilizing

television news programs, Waite obtained results comparable

to Hegstrom's data that support the theory that information

is transmitted more effectively over multi-channels than a

single channel. But Waite's data from his study of channel

types in this same experiment agree with Waxer that the

video message is more dependable than the audio message.

It does appear that not only differences in content,

but also variations of channel combinations, have provided

different results. It is here that a third aspect of

channel condition research should be discussed, and that is

the study of channel interference.

Gwen Nugent devised a two-part study to investigate the

effects of channel condition on learning (8). In Study One

she obtained results similar to Waite and Hegstrom, in that a

combination of pictures and audio was superior to single

presentations for effective learning when the information in

both channels was redundant. However, in Study Two she used

information that was not redundant, but only related, in the

two channel conditions. She concluded that students could

independently process visual and auditory information, and
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that the presence of visuals did not interfere with the

learning of information in the audio channel. While this

result seems to support Warshaw's "selective attention

phenomenon" (12), it disagrees with his findings of channel

masking.

It is in the study of channel interference done by

language researchers in their investigations of language

processing where we find new support for the concept of

visual dominance in channel condition.

Burton and Brunig, in an investigation of processing

theory, studied interference effects for both audio and video

channel conditions (2). They found that visual interference

did negatively affect information recall, and further showed

that acoustic and visual interference were not equal. Their

data supported the theory that, in short-term memory, only

visual interference negatively affected recall, while the

long-term memory data showed a better recall of pictures.

It is the study of long-term memory processes by

Bostrom and Bryant that begins to balance the investigation

of channel condition by focusing on the audio level. By

concentrating their efforts on the listening process, they

concluded that listening is an information skill that

differs from short-term memory. According to Bostrom and

Bryant, "long-term memory processes are usually not

activated until at least one minute following the

presentation of a stimulus" (1).
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This placement of listening into long-term memory is

supported by Peca, Reid, and Mason who found that certain

types of structural information (words) are best recalled in

an auditory mode because the listener must form a mental

picture of the word, and this may result in a "deeper memory

trace" (9).

The interference of time relative to channel condition

also occurs in a study by Hulit, Howard, and Foster who

studied sentence imitation of an auditory stimulus with and

without pictures (6). In support of the long-term memory

theory of listening, they found more errors when a time

delay of ten seconds was interjected between the stimulus

and the response.

On the other hand, Carlson and Shacke contradicted this

result in their examination of the comprehension of

sentences (3). They demonstrated that without a time delay

interference, reaction times were less with an audio

condition than with a visual condition, and there was no

significant difference in errors.

Significance of the Study

Content, type of approach, listening theory,

information processing theory, and language studies have all

utilized channel condition as variables. The results have

been contradictory and significantly inconclusive. A

research design combining all of these approaches would be

too complex to provide any meaningful data. Simplification
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may be the best starting point. Several concepts such as

time interference, channel number, channel type, and content

can be simplified into a single study. By utilizing slides

and taped sound effects as content material, the proposed

study will provide this simplification and will be

significant in producing results valuable as an effective

starting point for further research in simplified approaches

to channel condition effects.

Furthermore, these results may be significant for

producers of audio and audio/visual program materials in the

entertainment field and in education. Effects of channel

condition on learning can influence program format decisions

for producers of informational material. Such decisions

would involve content as well as cost. For advertisers, the

results of this study could affect decisions in broadcast

budgets for radio and television. Producers of advertise-

ments for television are especially interested in channel

condition where script design and production approaches are

created to ensure maximum information recall for product

names.

Limitations of the Study

Several limitations of the study are inherent in the

simplified design. All subjects are college students

enrolled in classes dealing with audio-visual education, and

the level of interest or expertise in this area varies for
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each individual student. No measurements of this variable

are considered in this study. Levels of hearing are

assumed equal across the study population, as is the level

of visual perception capability. Similarly, motivations are

not under study and assumed to be equal among the subjects.

All subjects will receive the same instructions. The time

delay between stimulus and response will be the same between

groups and no analysis will be made on time delay effects.

Similarly, the study of learning processes and learning

theory is not included in the experimental design. Audio

content will be the same for all groups in the experiment,

and the visual content will change. Levels of recall will

be measured for the audio information only. Finally, the

study does not include a visual-only condition, and results

will not be compared to levels of recall for this single-

channel condition.

Methodology

The independent variable for this study will be channel

condition at three levels. Level One will be an audio-tape

consisting of ten sound effects. Level Two will be a slide-

tape program consisting of the audio-tape used for Level One

and ten picture-slides, one slide for each sound effect.

Each slide will show a source/object different from the

source/object capable of creating the sound effect heard for

that slide. Level Three will be a slide-tape program

consisting of the audio-tape used for Level One and ten
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picture-slides as in Level Two, except that the slides will

show a source/object which is capable of producing the sound

effect. Sound effects will be monophonic and recorded from

phono-discs of the British Broadcasting Corporation Sound

Effects Library (1978). The dependent variable will be

information processing.

Subjects for this study will be selected from college

courses in Radio-TV-Film. An initial pre-test group of

students will not participate in any other part of the

experiment, but will listen to an audio-tape of twenty to

thirty sound effects and be asked to scale each sound/source

object listed for that effect on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1

as "does not sound like" and 5 as "sounds like". Total

scores for each sound effect will be calculated and the ten

highest rated sound effects will be used in the experiment.

Other students will be randomly assigned to three

experimental groups. Group One will be asked to listen to

an audio-tape of the ten sound effects selected from the

pre-test group and to remember the source/object capable of

making the heard sound for each effect. Subjects will then

complete a test consisting of a list of twenty possible

sound source/objects. They will be asked to circle the ten

source/objects on the list that were heard on the audio-

tape. The ten incorrect source/objects listed on the'test

will correspond to the source/objects identified by the ten

picture/slides shown to Group Two.
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Separately, students in Group Two will be given the same

instructions and the same test, but will listen to and view

the slide-tape program (Level Two) containing the contra-

dictory visual information.

Also separately, Group Three will listen to and view the

slide-tape program (Level Three) containing the audio tape

from Level One and the reinforcing visual information.

Group Three will be given the same test as the other groups.

For all groups, the duration of the sound effect will

be fifteen seconds. For Groups Two and Three, each picture-

slide for each sound effect will be displayed for the

duration of the sound. There will be silence and an opaque

slide for one minute between each sound/slide. For Group

One, there will be one minute of silence between each sound

effect.

The number of correct answers will be totaled for each

group and a Mean for each group will be found. A single

factor analysis of variance (F-test with p_,.05) will be used

to test the significance of the difference between the

Means. Several t-tests will then be conducted to test the

significance of difference between individual means.

Definition of Terms

For the study proposed the terms listed below will be

considered to have the specific meanings listed unless

otherwise defined in the text.
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Channel Condition will be defined as the type of

stimulus (either auditory, visual, or both) received by the

subjects.

Recall will be defined as the ability to remember.

Short-term memory will be defined as the process of

mental storage of information which has a maximum retention

time of fifteen seconds.

Long-term memory will be defined as the process of

mental storage of information which is not activated until

at least one minute following a stimulus.

Reporting the Data

After all the data has been collected, computations

will be made and entered into tables for ease of reporting

and interpretation.
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CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

Preparation of Materials

The stimulus for the experiment consisted of three

parts: an audio cassette of ten sound effects, a set of ten

picture-slides of animal/objects capable of creating the

sounds, .and a set of ten picture-slides of animal/objects

not capable of creating any of the sound effects on the

audio-tape.

Preparation of the audio cassette began with the

recording of twenty-two sound effects from the British

Broadcasting Corporation Sound Effects Library. The effects

were recorded from phono-discs onto a one-quarter inch reel-

to-reel audio tape at a tape speed of seven and one-half

inches per second. Each sound effect lasted fifteen

seconds. This tape was then edited to provide thirty

seconds of silence between each effect and then re-recorded

onto a standard audio-tape cassette. This cassette was used

for the pre-test group to determine which ten sound effects

were to be used in the experiment.

For this group, a testing instrument was created which

contained a list of twenty-two numbers followed by a blank

line and arranged in a column. Beside each blank line was a

scale of 1 to 5 with the number 1 as "Does Not Sound Like"

and the number 5 as "Sounds Like" (see Appendix A). The

16
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top of this test sheet had the title "Sound Effects

Questionnaire" and some brief instructions. The column of

numbers, lines, and scales continued on the back of the

sheet which also contained two written questions, each

having two possible answers. These questions and answer

choices were:

1. Have you have been medically diagnosed as having

any hearing loss? Yes No

2. If yes, was the hearing loss permanent or

temporary? Permanent Temporary

Three separate pre-test groups of Radio-TV-Film

students were played the cassette of twenty-two sound

effects and asked to rate each one on the scale of 1 to 5.

The examiner distributed the test sheets to the subjects and

read the instructions at the top of the sheet. The tape was

played; and after the first sound effect had been heard, the

examiner stopped the tape, wrote the name for that effect

on a blackboard, and spoke the line number and the name.

The tape was re-started and stopped again after the next

sound effect had played. The examiner followed the same

procedures as before; writing and speaking the name, then

re-starting the tape until all twenty-two sound effects had

played. At the end of the tape, the students were verbally

instructed to answer the last two questions concerning

hearing loss and the two questions were read out loud.
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A total of forty-six students participated in these

pre-test sessions. Of these, four students answered "Yes"

to the question concerning hearing loss and their test

results were not used. The remaining forty-two test sheets

were used in calculating the total scores obtained for each

effect. Table I shows the list of sound effects in the

order they were played and the total scores for each.

TABLE I

PRE-TEST SOUND EFFECT SCORES

Name Total Score Name Total Score

1. Dog 192 12. Typewriter 157
2. Hammer 158 13. Rooster 192
3. Baby 178 14. Saw 189
4. Drum 173 15. Lawn Mower 151
5. Cannon 109 16. Cricket 92
6. Clock 192 17. Monkey 165
7. Bird 200 18. Elephant 171
8. Toilet 178 19. Door Bell 199
9. Lion 118 20. Horse 192

10. Train 173 21. Cat 180
11. Cow 172 22. Machine Gun 183

As Table I shows, the top 9 scores ranged from 178 to

200 with two sound effects (Toilet and Baby) both having a

score of 178. A coin was flipped to determine which of

these two effects would be included in the final ten and

Baby was chosen. These results provided the following ten

effects to be used for the experimental test groups: Dog,
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Baby, Clock, Bird, Rooster, Saw, Door Bell, Horse, Cat,

Machine Gun.

The one-quarter inch reel-to-reel tape was then edited

to remove the unwanted sound effects and tape was added

between each of the ten remaining effects to provide a

silence of one minute between each sound. The sequence of

sounds was the same order as on the original tape minus the

edited out effects. An audio cassette was then recorded

from the reel-to-reel and inaudible sync tones were added at

the beginning and end of each effect. Each tone would

advance one slide in the slide tray.

The slides were prepared by photographing picture flash

cards manufactured by the Milton Bradley Company. These

cards contained simple line drawings in black ink on a solid

white background. By using a kodalith developing process

which produced a negative image of white line drawings on a

solid black back-ground, only the line drawing would appear

on the screen when the slides were projected. Four of the

needed sound source/object pictures were unavailable from

Milton Bradley, and an artist was employed to draw these in

a style and format matching the other cards. A total of

twenty slides were produced and loaded into a slide tray in

sets of ten with a blank slot in the tray between each

slide. There was one matching picture-slide for each sound

effect on the tape in one set of ten (Level Three). Five

pictures for the other set (Level Two) were determined by
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the rejected sound effects from the original twenty-two.

The other five pictures for this set were randomly drawn

from fifty of the Milton Bradley flash cards. The set of

contradictory picture-slides was ordered by first shuffling

the ten cards. Then starting at the top of the deck, the

cards were matched one after the other with the previously

ordered sound effects. This produced the following matching

of sound effects to slides for Level Two:

Sound Effect -- Slide

Dog -- Jet
Baby -- Drum

Clock -- Elephant
Bird -- Cow

Rooster -- Broom
Saw -- Monkey

Door Bell -- Fish
Horse -- Bus

Cat -- Train
Machine Gun -- Horn

Fig. 1--Matching of slides to sound effects for Level
Two.

The testing sheet for all three groups was identical

except for the Group Number label at the top of the page.

There were two sentences of instructions also at the top of

the page (see Appendix B). Below the instructions were two

columns of names, ten per column. The placement of

source/object names on the test sheet was determined by

shuffling the cards and ordering them 1 through 20, starting

at the top of the deck. The day's high temperature of 85

degrees was selected as an entry point into a random number
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table. The table was entered at the fifth number down on

column number eight. This was the number 81305 and the sum

of the digits was 17. Using an interval of 17, the next

number down the column was 26384. This number was assigned

to the top card of the deck of pictures. Following this

same interval and procedure, each of the twenty names of

sound/source objects was numbered (see Appendix C). The

last two digits of each number were then used and the names

were reordered by ascending values, beginning with the

lowest number as 1. Numbers 1 through 10 were then placed

on the test sheet in the first column, with I at the top and

10 at the bottom. Numbers 11 through 20 were placed in the

second column, with 11 at the top and 20 at the bottom.

Experimental Procedures

Class rolls from five college courses in Radio-TV-Film

were used to randomly assign ninety subjects to one of the

three groups. Class rolls were shuffled and names were

listed in the order they appeared on the sheets. The random

number table was entered at the twenty-eighth number down on

column number eight (the reverse order of 8/28, this

author's birthdate). The number was 61362 and only the

first two digits were recorded next to the first name on the

first class roll used. Proceeding down the column in the

random number table and assigning the first two digits of

the next number to the next name on the class roll list,
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every name on the five class rolls received a two-digit

number. There were a total of ninety names/numbers, and the

numbers were then ordered in ascending values along with the

names. From this new list, subject names were assigned to

the three groups. The first thirty names were assigned to

Group One, the next thirty to Group Two, and the last thirty

to Group Three.

Group assignments were then transferred back to the

original class lists and sheets were prepared to hand out to

students in each of the five classes. These sheets

contained the individual Group Assignment Number for each

student in the class; along with a brief description of the

experiment; an invitation to participate; and the date,

times, and location for each group experiment (see Appendix

D). Each class was visited by the examiner, sheets were

passed out, and a few additional questions were answered for

the subjects. An attempt was made by the examiner to not

reveal any more information than was necessary during these

class visits. Where possible, only the information on the

sheets was spoken in front of the classes.

The experiment was conducted in a classroom with the

room light dimmed to one half of normal intensity. All

three experimental groups were tested on the same afternoon,

except for an additional Group Three session on the

following afternoon. The first three sessions were

conducted one after the other and lasted a total time of one
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and a half hours- Each group session lasted approximately

thirty minutes.

Group One (Level One) was asked to listen to the audio-

tape of the ten sound effects selected from the pre-test

group and to remember the source/object capable of making

the heard sound for each effect. Subjects then completed

the test consisting of a list of twenty possible sound

source/objects. They were asked to circle the ten

source/objects on the list that were heard on the audio-

tape. Subjects in Group Two were given the same

instructions and the same test, but listened to and viewed

the slide-tape program (Level Two) containing the

contradictory visual information. Group Three listened to

and viewed the slide-tape program (Level Three) containing

the audio-tape from Level One and the reinforcing visual

information. Group Three was given the same test as the

other groups.

For all groups, the duration of the sound effect was

fifteen seconds. For Groups Two and Three, each picture-

slide for each sound effect was displayed for the duration

of the sound. There was silence and an opaque slide for one

minute between each sound/slide. For Group One, there was

one minute of silence between each sound effect.

In all sessions, the equipment used was a Wollensak

audio cassette player, Model 2851-AV, with sync playback

capability and a Kodak Ektagraphic slide projector, Model B-
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2. The equipment was placed at the back of the room, and

all subjects sat in chairs facing a screen at the front of

the room. Chairs were arranged in three rows, running left

to right, with five chairs per row.

Subjects were asked to remain outside the classroom

until all could enter as one group. After being instructed

to sit in any of the chairs available, subjects were read

the following statements (the words in parenthesis were read

only to Groups Two and Three):

This is an experiment to help us find out how much
students can remember when given certain kinds of
information. You are going to hear an audio-tape of
sound effects (and see some slides). Try to remember
the object, animal, or person, capable of making the
sound. After you hear (and see) the information, you
will be given a short test. I cannot answer any
questions once the experiment has begun. There will
be about one minute of silence between each sound (and
slide), so please remain quiet throughout the
experiment.

The tape was started and allowed to play without

interruption. The audio tape also controlled the changing

of slides for Groups Two and Three. At the end of the tape,

subjects were given the written test and asked to answer two

questions on the back of the page. The examiner then asked

the same questions concerning hearing loss that had been

included in the pre-test group examination. After the

subjects had finished writing their answers to these

questions, the examiner read the instruction out loud on the

front of the test. Subjects were asked to complete the test

and not to discuss the experiment with other students who
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might be outside the room waiting to participate in the next

group. When students had finished the test, they were

allowed to leave the room.

Ten subjects participated in the Group One session, ten

were in the Group Two session, and five attended the Group

Three session. Among these subjects, two in Group Two

answered "Yes" to the question of hearing loss and their

test sheets were removed. Two test sheets in Group One were

removed by first shuffling the sheets and removing the

bottom two sheets in the stack. A second session for Group

Three was held the following afternoon and three subjects

were tested. These procedures produced an equal number of

eight subjects per group for a total of twenty-four scores.



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

The number of correct answers were totaled for each

group and a Mean for each group was found. A single factor

analysis of variance (F-test with 2<.05) was used to test

the significance of the difference between the Means. The

value of E is a comparison of the variance between groups to

the variance within groups; or more precisely, the sum of

the mean squares between groups divided by the sum of the

mean squares within groups. Table II shows the calculations

for obtaining the sum of the mean squares within groups.

TABLE II

SUM OF MEAN SQUARES WITHIN GROUPS

Score Deviations Deviations

From Group Mean Squared
Scores dw dw

Group One
Mean = 9.75

10
10
10
8

10
10
10
10

0.25
.25
.25

-1.75
.25
.25
.25

0.25

0.06
.06
.06

3.06
.06
.06
.06

0.06

26
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Table II--Continued

Score Deviations Deviations
From Group Mean Squa ed

Scores d d

10 0.13 0.02
9 -0.88 .77

10 .13 .02
Group Two 10 .13 .02
Mean = 9.88 10 .13 .02

10 .13 .02
10 .13 .02
10 0.13 0.02

10 0.13 0.02
10 .13 .02
10 .13 .02

Group Three 10 .13 .02
Mean = 9.88 10 .13 .02

9 -0.88 .77
10 .13 .02
10 0.13 0.02

Sums . . . . . . 5.30

For all computations, results were rounded off to the

nearest hundreth. Groups Two and Three had identical score

totals. The sum of squared deviations (sum dw 2)

becomes the denominator in the calculation of F. Table III

shows the calculations for the sum of squared deviations

between groups (sum ndb2 , where n equals the number of

subjects in each group). The Grand Mean for all three

groups was 9.83.
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TABLE III

SUM OF SQUARED DEVIATIONS BETWEEN GROUPS

GroupNumber
One Two Three

Group Means (M)....................... 9.75 9.88 9.88

Group Deviation from Grand Mean (db).. -0.08 0.05 0.05

Squared Deviations (db 2 ).............. 0.0064 0.0025 0.0025

Group n times db2 (ndb2 )................0.05 0.02 0.02

Sum of ndb2 = 0.05 + 0.02 + 0.02 = 0.09

For Table III, calculations were rounded off to the

nearest hundreth except for the values of squared

deviations. The sum of the deviations squared between

groups becomes the numerator in the calculation of F. Table

IV shows the summary of values.

TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS FOR F VALUE

Source SS df MS F

Between 0.09 2 0.045 0.178

Within 5.3 21 0.252
Total 5.39

The value of df (degrees of freedom) represents the

number of groups minus one (between df) and the number of

subjects minus one in each group times the number of groups

(within df). The statistical table for percentage points of
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the F distribution at a significance level in the upper 5

percent shows that, for a df of 2/21, F must be equal to or

exceed a value of 3.47 to reach significance at the 2 is less

than .05 level. Thus, for the F value of 0.178, the.

probability value is greater than .05.

The data allowed for only one t test. Individual group

means were only comparable for Groups One and Two. Since

Groups Two and Three produced identical scores, comparison

scores for a t-test of Groups One and Three would produce

the same results. Additionally, a t-test for Groups Two and

Three would produce a zero value. For Groups One and Two,

with a df of 14, t = 0.43 and the value of 2 falls between

0.25 and 0.4 for a one-tailed test and between 0.5 and 0.8

for a two-tailed test.

The analysis of variance showed no significant

difference among the three groups at the 2.<.05 level.

Furthermore, the comparison of individual means was not

significant at 2<.05. Therefore, Hypotheses 1 and 2 were

rejected. Contrary to the prediction of Hypothesis 1,

subjects in the audio-only condition did not recall

significantly more information than did those in the audio-

visual condition (Level Two). For Hypothesis 2, while

there was no significant difference in the level of recall

between Group One and Three; the data provided no

statistical rejection of the null hypothesis, and the raw

scores indicated a negative direction.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This experimental research was designed to investigate

the effects of channel condition on information recall, and

the independent variable was channel condition at three

levels. The study examined how accurately students

remembered the names of sound effects when the sounds were

heard alone (Level One), when the sounds were heard along

with contradictory visuals (Level Two), and when the sounds

were heard along with reinforcing visuals (Level Three).

Ten sound effects were played from an audio cassette and

slides were used for the visuals.

A pre-test group of students determined the sounds to

be used in the experiment, then three additional groups of

students were tested in the three levels with one group per

level. The results were not statistically significant at

the chosen probability level of less than .05, but all

students in all three conditions showed highly accurate

levels of recall. It appeared that the students had no

difficulty in remembering ten sound effects whether they

heard the sounds with or without visuals, or whether the

visuals were reinforcing or contradictory.

The reasoning behind this study and the decisions made

regarding the experimental design were determined by several

factors. Research that investigates the effects of channel

30
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condition is valuable to film and video entertainment

producers, advertisers, and to educators interested in the

learning process. Generally, this research hopes to provide

information that can answer questions regarding the

effectiveness of various media. Some of these questions

are: Does the audio-only condition of radio provide an

effective means of transmitting advertising messages as good

or better than the audio-visual medium of television? Are

specific kinds of information (commercials, history lessons,

drama, etc.) transmitted more effectively through one

particular medium? How does the type of channel affect the

processes of recall and learning for students?

The present study did not attempt to produce

information applicable to such a wide variety of questions

as these. One of the problems addressed was the lack of

consistent approaches and results achieved in the research of

channel condition effects. Indeed, the present study began

with the premise that many of the previous investigations

into the area of channel condition had produced conflicting

results because of experimental designs that attempted to

provide information for too many of these questions in a

single study. It was suggested that complex designs, multi-

variables, and research from varying disciplines had

contributed to the lack of consistency. This statement of

the problem suggested a need for a simplified approach to

design. The direction of the present study toward
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simplification was to help provide a solid basis for further

research and the consistency of the results here are valuable

to that purpose. The many limitations of the study were

necessary to the research goal.

The present study sought this simplification in several

ways. First, the choice of sound effects as a stimulus was

to provide a beginning point for an approach to content.

The selection of simple visuals in the form of slides also

contributed to a design of materials that would provide, as

much as possible, a neutral form of information. This was

in reaction to those studies, especially in psychology, that

had considered channel condition along with an analysis of

content (7, 8).

Secondly, the experimental design did not include a

time interference or a channel interference variable that

could offer an analysis of memory processes, as some

communication studies have attempted (1, 2, 4). The present

study does not investigate the process of short-term memory

or long-term memory, though it may provide a direction for

further research in that area.

Lastly, it is important to distinguish between the

process of recall as it was considered in this study and

theories of learning and listening which this study does not

address. Intheexperiment, recall was defined only as the

ability to remember. Students were only asked to remember

the sounds they heard. As discussed by Bostrom and Bryant,
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memory is only one of several sub-divisions that make up a

more complete process of listening (1). Recall, as memory

also differs from those processes considered in a learning

theory investigation such as the educational study conducted

by Gwen Nugent (5) where students were required to

synthesize information from both iconic and linguistic

symbols.

The consistently high scores among all groups, and thus

a lack of significant difference among the group means, may

be attributed to the simplification of the stimulus rather

than the small sample of twenty-four subjects. Indeed, much

of the research previously documented used study populations

of similar size. While larger sample populations are

desirable, careful attention to experimental design and

randomization can often provide significant results among

small samples.

The simplification of a design utilizing a long-term

memory stimulus may also provide an explanation for the high

recall among all subjects. Burton and Brunig have produced

data which support a theory that visual interference can

negatively affect recall only in short-term memory where a

stimulus/response interval is less than fifteen seconds

(2). With a stimulus/response interval of one minute or

more, long-term memory processes are activated and Bostrom,

Bryant, Peca, et. al., have found that listening is most

likely a long-term memory process (1, 6). This reasoning
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was behind the design of the experiment and the results

appear to have over-stated the assumption. Statistical

significance may be achieved in future experiments that take

this reasoning into account.

Several experiments can be suggested that allow for the

addition of variables in a step by step expansion of

approach. An investigation of short-term versus long-term

memory could easily be conducted by altering the time

between stimulus among different groups. Such an approach

might also expand the amount of information to be processed

by using an additional ten to twenty sound effects. A

content approach could still utilize the simplification of

stimulus provided by sound effects if it were to compare the

level of recall among subjects who heard the highly rated

(recognizable) sounds with subjects who heard only the

lowest rated effects. A study of channel interference could

be designed by the addition of music or other information in

place of the silence between sound effects. Whatever the

expansion of design, it is important to begin with a solid

framework.

The results of this experiment suggest this is

possible. Subjects showed no difficulty in remembering a

small amount of simple information when given instructions

and time to develop their own individual rehearsal

procedures. The discussion by Bostrom and Bryant of human

memory characteristics support this result (1).
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The negative direction for H-l would appear to support

Waxer's results that visual cues are more powerful than

auditory cues and Hegstrom's report that a combination of

channels produced a higher accuracy of recall (3, 8). The

theory of a "selective attention phenomenon" as put forth by

Warshaw could be of interest in the current study when it is

noted that the subjects were instructed to remember what

they heard (7). Warshaw's remarks that channel information

is not additive might explain a lack of significant

difference found between those individuals who heard only

the audio-tape and those who also saw reinforcing visuals.

While such an assumption is not statistically supported by

the data produced, it could be said that the subjects simply

ignored the visuals in an attempt to concentrate their

memory on the sound effects. However, Warshaw's indication

that visual information may mask the audio information could

not be supported by the raw scores produced by Groups One and

Two. Indeed, these scores indicate information was recalled

as well or better when contradictory visuals were dismissed

as unimportant to remembering the sounds. Additional

support in this direction may be found from Nugent who

concluded that students could independently process visual

and auditory information (5). As previously stated

however, the differences between research in learning theory

and information recall may provide only a tentative cross-

reference at the present level of investigation.
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Finally, the over-all results of this study and the

high accuracy of recall among all groups offers an

interesting conclusion. Though not statistically

significant, it seems that at minimum levels of difficulty

channel condition has little effect. Further studies are

needed that could examine the levels at which these results

may change. Such research is needed to continue the

direction of investigation begun here.
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APPENDIX A

SOUND EFFECTS QUESTIONNAIRE

You will hear a series of 22 sound effects. For each,
you should indicate how much you think the sound effect does
not sound like or sounds like the name of the animal or
object given by circling the appropriate number (1 2 3 4 5).

The examiner will play each sound effect from the tape,
then give you the name of the animal or object. Write the
name in the blank provided and circle your choice (1 2 3 4 5)
next to the name.

Does Not
Name Sound Like Sounds Like

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 .4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11 -
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Appendix A---continued

Does
Sound

II

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Name Sounds Like
Not
Like

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Have you ever been medically diagnosed as having any hearing
loss?

Yes No

if yes, was the loss permanent or temporary?

Permanent Temporary

40

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

..... _

.... _.,

.

.... ,.,

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

I

I

1

1

1

1

I

I

I
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APPENDIX B

EXAMINATION GROUP 2

Please circle the names of the ten sound effects that you

heard on the audio tape. Circle ony ten names.

train saw

drum elephant

fish cat

bus bird

dog rooster

clock broom

monkey horn

cow jet

machine gun door bell

horse baby
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APPENDIX C

RANDOMIZATION OF SOUND EFFECTS AND SLIDE NAMES

Random Number Name Last Two Digits

26384 Broom 84

25417 Fish 17

90655 Elephant 55

35806 Train 06

61607 Drum 07

48840 Cow 40

41135 Monkey 35

45585 Horn 85

18425 Bus 25

32586 Jet 86

70663 Cat 63

44947 Horse 47

87074 Bird 74

72828 Clock 828*

18593 Baby 93

80428 Dog 428*

06541 Machine Gun 41

78188 Door Bell 88

98253 Saw 53

59583 Rooster 83

*Note: When last two digits are equal, the last three

digits are used.
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLE OF CLASS HANDOUT FOR GROUP ASSIGNMENTS

You are being asked to participate in a research
experiment that will test how much students can remember,
when given different kinds of information. There are three
groups, and each one will listen to an audio tape and/or
look at slides, and then take a short test consisting of
ten answers. Each group experiment will take about 20
minutes. You have been randomly assigned to one of the
three groups. Please check the number next to your last
name to find out which group you are in, then check the
list of room and times to see when your group will meet.
Please arrive on time and bring a pen or pencil.

Name Group Number

Buck 3
Cornelison 1
Ellis 2
Essien 3
Gattis 3
Lee 2
Marquis 2
Michelle 3
Morris 2
Perez 1
Pfalzgraf 1
Scnlon 2
Scogin I
Segovia I
Trotter 2
Waldron 2
Whited I
Zimmerebner 2
Bennet 2
Devine 1
McCrae 1
McShann 1
Oduegwu 1

THURSDAY JUNE 12 MEDIA LIBRARY (9GAB)

Group 3 - 3:30 PMGroug 2 - 3:000 PM Group 4- 4:.0.0 2~
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